
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEIERTAG 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

OCTOBER 3-DAY OF GERMAN UNITY 
How united is Germany after 23 years? 

GERMANS AND OTHER GERMANS 

OSSIS (AND WESS IS) AND FOR EI GNE RS 

Ossis are, on the whole, friendly people towards strangers, perhaps 
more immediately friendly than the Wessis seem to be. The Ossis 
may be f;lster than Wessis to invite you to their hon•es- that is, if they 
are not ;tshamed th<lt you may be shocked by their meager standard of 
living. They are curious about you, and will ask more persom1l ques
tions than the Wessis will. In other words, they appear less formal and 
more open. All of this can be explained-if one wants to be clinical!
by their history and social programming. At the same time, and this 
often appears as a contradiction, some of them are suspicious of for
eigners, especially foreigners who look foreign, i.e. different from 
them. The Ossis were hardly exposed to foreign-looking foreigners 
in East Germany-there simply weren't more than a handful of them 
from such kosher communist countdes as North Vietnam. The for
eigners they met-if they ever met any, and most didn't-were other 
white Europeans from neighboring communist countries such as the 
Soviet Union, Poland, Hungary, etc. When the Ossis first started 
traveling in West Germany, even before unification, they were as
tounded by the number of foreign-looking foreigners they ran into: 
Turks, southern Europeans, Africans, Asians, black Americans . . . 
These people at first seemed exotic. But after things started going 
sour, and more and more Ossis became unemployed and disillu
sioned, their anger turned on those whom they saw as preventing 
them from getting jobs. A wave of xenophobia hit the new Lander in 
the early 1990s. It was by no means confined to the new Lander I 
should add, and young, white males-the perpetrators in practically 
all cases-took to the streets, fire-bombing homes of 1brks and 
refugee shelters and causing injury and deaths. The incidents were 
undeniably ugly. In one town in the new Lander, bystanders ap
plauded as refugees were driven out of their torched quarters. This 
shocked the world, and particularly the Germans, who quickly got to
gether in the hundreds of thousands to demonstrate support for the 
foreigners among them. 

Serious xenophobic incidents decreased over the past decade but 
are now again on the rise. Hooliganism is a serious problem. Then 
again, where is it not? The new Lander are unfortunately becoming 
dangerous places for foreign-looking tourists, especially in areas of 
high unemployment-the jobless rate continues to hover around the 
15 percent level in the new Lander, rising sharply to over 30 percent 
in hard-hit areas. Foreign workers claim to feel uneasy, and refugee 
settlements are all too often vandalized. This latter is illogical, be
cause the refugees are not allowed to work, and are certainly not tak
ing jobs from anyone. But logic is not something hooligans are 
known to possess in any significant quantity. 


